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a b s t r a c t 

A dramatic SARS-Cov-2 outbreak is hitting Italy hard. To face the new scenario all the hospitals have 

been re-organised in order to reduce all the outpatient services and to devote almost all their person- 

nel and resources to the management of Covid-19 patients. As a matter of fact, all the services have 

undergone a deep re-organization guided by: the necessity to reduce exams, to create an environment 

that helps reduce the virus spread, and to preserve the medical personnel from infection. In these days 

a re-organization of the endoscopic unit, sited in a high-incidence area, has been adopted, with changes 

to logistics, work organization and patients selection. With the present manuscript, we want to support 

gastroenterologists and endoscopists in the organization of a “new” endoscopy unit that responds to the 

“new” scenario, while remaining fully aware that resources, availability and local circumstances may ex- 

tremely vary from unit to unit. 

© 2020 Editrice Gastroenterologica Italiana S.r.l. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Italy reported its first native case of severe acute respiratory

syndrome from SARS-CoV-2 virus infection on February the 21 st ,

after a major outbreak in China. As of March 26 th the cases of

Covid-19 have been rising exponentially up to 74,386 people in-

fected and 7,505 deaths. This enormous number of patients has

put severe stress on the healthcare systems of the most stricken

areas of northern Italy, especially Lombardy. 

The current national guidelines have reserved nasopharyngeal

swabs for the PCR assay of SARS-CoV-2 mostly to symptomatic

patients, who require hospitalization, in the attempt of maximiz-

ing cost-effectiveness. However, preliminary data not yet published

on the experience of Vò Euganeo, a small town in Veneto where
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n extensive surveillance protocol by nasal swab testing has been

dopted, prove that up to 50-75% of subjects carrying SARS-CoV-2

re actually asymptomatic and are an insidious source of infection.

his report is consistent with some recent epidemiological Chinese

tudies that estimate up to 50-70% of asymptomatic carriers [1–3] .

oreover, the transmission of this pathogen through subjects with

o symptoms has already been described [4,5] . These reports lead

o the obvious concern that in the Lombard epidemiological sce-

ario there is a general underestimation of prevalent cases. 

From the abovementioned reasons we must deduce that: 

- in high SARS-CoV-2 incidence areas where PCR assays are

not extensively performed, Covid-19 cannot be ruled out by

simple clinical examination or epidemiological link; 

- the greatest amount of effort s and precautions are required

to minimize the spread of the disease and to preserve med-

ical staff from infection. 

Endoscopy is generally looked at as a high-risk activity given

he obvious exposure of doctors and nurses to a patient’s aerosol

uring the procedures [6,7] . Furthermore, recent reports have con-

rmed the presence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in stool samples, thus
rights reserved. 
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aising the question of a possible faecal-oral transmission of the

isease [8–10] . 

The aim of this paper is to offer endoscopists a quick refer-

nce guide to adapt their endoscopic activity during an outbreak

f Covid-19. Specifically, we will discuss the stratification of pa-

ients in need of endoscopic assessment and the operational man-

gement of the healthcare personnel as to personal protection, en-

oscopic spaces and endoscopic tools. 

“Staff, Space, Stuff and Systems” preservation and optimization

re core concepts taken into account in this report. 

This paper is based on the first-hand experience of a tertiary

ndoscopy unit at Fondazione IRCCS Ca’ Granda Ospedale Maggiore

oliclinico in Milano, Lombardy (Italy). 

. SARS-CoV-2 and Covid-19 

.1. Biology 

The 2019 novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) has been identified in

ate December 2019 as the causative pathogen of the viral pneu-

onia outbreak started in Wuhan, in the Hubei province of China. 

Coronaviruses belong to the Coronaviridae family, within the or-

er Nidovirales. They are characterized by a non-segmented single-

trand positive-sense RNA genome. Coronaviruses have been first

dentified in the 1960s and they are known to infect many differ-

nt animal species (e.g., bats, snakes, mice) in addition to humans.

n epidemiological study held coronaviruses responsible for about

5% of adult common colds [11] . Coronaviruses have been associ-

ted with respiratory illnesses with relatively low virulence, usu-

lly in the upper respiratory tract, but occasionally involving the

ungs. 

Three strains differ from the usual pathogenicity in humans,

ausing serious respiratory syndromes and leading to higher mor-

ality rates. They are: severe acute respiratory syndrome coron-

virus (SARS-CoV), Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus

MERS-CoV) and severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

SARS-CoV-2) [12] . Coronaviruses have the potential to transmit

cross species. In fact, phylogenetic analysis has considered bats

s the reservoir of coronaviruses in general, and for SARS-CoV-2

n particular. However, according to current studies, an intermedi-

te host between bats and humans is to be identified amongst the

ild animals sold at the Huanan wet market of Wuhan, where the

rst infection has apparently taken place [13] . 

.2. Transmission 

The animal-to-human spread had been identified in the earli-

st patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 in Wuhan. Soon, a person-

o-person spread developed. The emission of respiratory droplets

hich are deposited on the mucous membranes of mouth, nose

nd eyes of nearby people and by close personal contact seem to

e the main routes of inter-human diffusion. However, a faecal-

ral route of transmission has been recognized as well [9,10,12] .

urthermore, transmission of SARS-CoV-2 by fomites is plausible,

ince it has been shown that the virus can remain viable and in-

ectious on surfaces even for days [14] . 

ACE2 protein is the cell receptor for SARS-CoV-2 entering host

ells. Such a protein is widely expressed in AT2 lung cells but also

n the gastrointestinal epithelial cells cytoplasm [9] . 

.3. Diagnosis 

According to the WHO guidelines, it is recommended to collect

amples from both the upper (naso- and oropharyngeal samples)

nd lower respiratory tract, such as expectorated sputum, endotra-

heal aspirate, or bronchoalveolar lavage. The diagnosis of Covid-19
s confirmed by the reverse transcription polymerase chain reac-

ion (RT-PCR). In patients with a confirmed Covid-19 diagnosis, the

T-PCR test should be repeated in order to assess viral clearance

efore their being considered noninfectious [15] . 

However, some studies suggest a low sensitivity of this method,

eporting a positive rate of nasopharyngeal swabs between 30%

nd 60% at initial presentation. This might worsen virus spreading

ecause of underestimation of infected patients [16] . 

Some studies show that almost all affected patients show CT

bnormalities (e.g., ground-glass opacities, bilateral patchy shad-

wing) [17,18] . A Chinese report on 1,014 cases highlights the ben-

fit provided by chest CT for the diagnosis of Covid-19 with 97%

ensitivity, 25% specificity and 68% accuracy [17] . Interestingly, 30%

f patients with symptoms had suggestive CT findings despite neg-

tive RT-PCR assays. 

Therefore, in case of negative RT-PCR assays, it is important to

valuate chest CT, clinical manifestations and exposure history in

rder to diagnose Covid-19 [17] . However, in high-incidence clini-

al settings with limited resources, only patients with severe signs

nd symptoms would probably undergo CT scan, thus limiting its

otential in diagnosis. 

. Endoscopic patients’ selection and assessment 

.1. Selection of patients and subdivision of the endoscopic 

rocedures 

The aim is that priority should be given to those interventions

hat can substantially improve a patient’s survival and postpone

hose which are not strictly necessary [19] . 

Reducing or cancelling scheduled routine activities are among

he first attempts to be implemented in order to ease the pressure

f a rapidly spreading infectious agent such as SARS-CoV-2 on such

 healthcare facility as a hospital. Also, good triage allows to per-

orm essential procedures, thus reducing further viral spread from

symptomatic infected patients to medical staff and vice versa. 

Another important objective is preserving healthcare profes-

ionals. As a matter of fact, they are valuable yet limited resources

uring an epidemic outbreak and can encounter shortage. The

urrent guidelines on medical emergencies recommend providing

afety and security to medical personnel and their families [19] . 

As regards patients undergoing endoscopy, we have identified

hree main categories: 

- endoscopic emergencies (life-threatening gastrointestinal 

bleedings and foreign body ingestion); 

- oncological patients with a proven impact of endoscopy on

their prognosis; 

- non-oncological patients. 

Clearly, endoscopic emergencies cannot be delayed and should

e performed according to the standard emergency endoscopic

uidelines. On the other side, patients scheduled for endoscopy

or a non-oncologic illness should be evaluated according to the

otivation and clinical urgency of the examination. Particular at-

ention should be paid to more advanced endoscopic techniques.

n specialized secondary and tertiary centers, enteroscopy (device-

ssisted endoscopy or video-capsule endoscopy) should be re-

erved and guaranteed for patients affected by midgut bleeding

ith moderate to severe anaemia as well as endoscopic ultrasound

nd operational endoscopic retrograde cholangio-pancreatography 

n the setting of biliary obstructions leading to jaundice and pan-

reatitis. 

Certainly, other non-oncological patients, such as those with

uspected functional or motility disorders, should be postponed af-

er the resolution of the Covid-19 outbreak. 
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Otherwise, oncological endoscopy represents quite a challenge

for both clinical and ethical issues. 

When taking the clinical status of these patients (ongoing or

previous chemotherapy) into consideration, it is general opinion

that surveillance endoscopy can be safely re-scheduled. An algo-

rithm considering both the underlying pathology and the required

period of surveillance is potentially useful to decide about re-

scheduling until routine procedures are restarted. 

The correct allocation of resources and appropriate triage dur-

ing a biological disaster must be taken into consideration at the

moment of each decision. 

The availability at the Center of prompt surgical and oncologi-

cal treatments together with the patient’s prognosis should guide

physicians to perform diagnostic or therapeutic endoscopy in sus-

pected oncological patients [20,21] . 

We therefore recommend applying case-by-case judgement

based on the expertise and endoscopic resources at the Center. 

Furthermore, when assessing patients, tele-medicine is poten-

tially a promising tool to help physicians in their evaluation. Some

studies have acknowledged its potential role and usefulness in

de-centralizing patients during such clinical disastrous epidemics

[22,23] . 

When it comes to operative and non-operative endoscopic pro-

cedures, when considering medical staff exposure, we have identi-

fied three main categories of endoscopy: 

- Oral route: any procedure through mouth or nose 

- Anal or stomal route: any procedure passing through the

anus or an entero-cutaneous stoma 

- Capsule endoscopy. 

3.2. Patients’ Risk Assessment 

In our current situation, which is characterized by high inci-

dence of Covid-19 and relative scarcity of surveillance assays in

asymptomatic subjects, for the abovementioned reasons we recom-

mend different modalities of individual protection based on a strict

clinical and epidemiological stratification of patients with potential

SARS-CoV-2 infection undergoing endoscopic examination. 

Contrary to recent pre-published recommendations, we con-

sider every patient a potential carrier of SARS-CoV-2 unless proven

otherwise [24] . Establishing maximum prevention within the en-

doscopy unit is a necessary countermeasure to the large spec-

trum of signs and symptoms expressed by Covid-19 patients (fever,

cough but also, in smaller percentages, nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea

and even neurological symptoms) and the large quantity of asymp-

tomatic carriers [1–3,25] . 

As awareness of Covid-19 clinical manifestations grows further,

the digestive tract seems to be more involved. A recent multi-

center Chinese retrospective study has demonstrated that up to

48.5% of patients admitted to hospital with SARS-CoV-2 infection

presented at Emergency with one or more digestive symptoms as

their main complaint, and after a significantly longer time from

onset to access to Emergency (9.0 days vs. 7.3 days). 

Also, prolonged viral shedding from the respiratory and gas-

trointestinal tracts (up to 37 and 12 days respectively, to the best

of our current knowledge) has been described in Covid-19 patients

[4,9,26] . Given the paucity of symptoms in certain patients, there

might be the risk that clinically healed patients could still shed vi-

ral particles [27] . It is also possible that patients may not declare

suspicious symptoms in the days before the endoscopic examina-

tion ruling themselves out the possibility to be infected with SARS-

CoV-2 for fear or because of mild symptomatology [27] . 

We have distinguished patients as follows: confirmed Covid-19

cases, low-risk subjects and high-risk subjects ( Fig. 1 ). 
Before entering the endoscopy unit, a patient should be con-

acted for medical triage and appropriately profiled. Evaluation by

ele-medicine when feasible is strongly recommended. 

Low-risk subjects are defined as people without any symptoms

uring the previous 14 days and no contact with someone found to

e SARS-CoV-2 positive. In clinical scenarios where shortage of RT-

CR assays is a fact, suspicious contacts should also be considered,

or instance: a patient with a member of the family with possible

r probable Covid-19 symptoms. 

On the other side, high-risk patients are defined as those sub-

ects that had a contact with someone SARS-CoV-2 positive and/or

anifested one or more of the following symptoms and signs dur-

ng the previous 14 days: fever, cough, dyspnoea, diarrhoea, rhini-

is or conjunctivitis. From our experience we have detected also

geusia and anosmia in quite a few of pauci-symptomatic patients.

owever, further evidence and statistical analysis are needed. 

We suggest that at point of care the patient’s body temperature

s checked, allocating the person to the high-risk category if the

emperature results higher than 37,3 °Celsius. 

Whenever available, a single RT-PCR negative result should not

inder a patient’s clinical evaluation since false negative results

ave been described in Covid-19 patients [28] . 

Generally, we consider a patient as free from SARS-CoV-2 when

llness signs and symptoms are not detectable and a double-

egative RT-PCR swab test is available. 

Because of overall high specificity, patients with positive RT-PCR

hould always be considered as Covid-19 [5,28] . 

Endoscopic emergencies must be considered as Covid-19 posi-

ive patients and treated accordingly. 

. Patients and Personnel preventions 

.1. Patients’ Management 

Patients should be invited to wear surgical masks from entering

he unit onwards. For low-risk patients wearing gloves can be op-

ional, it depending on the Centre’s supplies availability. Covid-19

ositive and high-risk patients must wear a pair of gloves and a

isposable light-fabric isolation gown. 

Access to the endoscopy area may not be allowed to any other

erson. Access by family members or caregivers is allowed only for

trictly necessary clinical or organizational issues, and they must

e requested to wear masks and, when appropriate, gloves and a

own. 

Patients should keep the surgical mask on until the very be-

inning of oral-route endoscopy and throughout their anal-route

ndoscopy examination. 

One should consider early oxygen administration through a

asal cannula in order to prevent desaturation and to maximize

he patient’s comfort. 

A specific colonoscopy short or at least a piece of cloth should

e placed on the endoscope during anal route endoscopy to pre-

ent any environmental dispersion of faecal material. 

As soon as the endoscopic procedure is finished, before the pa-

ient is sent to a dedicated recovery room, a new surgical mask

ust be worn. 

.2. Healthcare Professionals Management 

In our current clinical high-incidence scenario, trying to esti-

ate the probability of Covid-19 infection in order to set adequate

ndividual preventive measures during this outbreak can be mis-

eading and ineffective. 

As a consequence, when feasible, we recommend resorting to

he highest-performance set of personnel protections. 
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Fig. 1. Algorithm for patients’ stratification in high-incidence Covid-19 scenarios. 

Table 1 

PPE recommended for low-risk and high-risk procedures in PPE-shortage scenarios. 

In case of availability, consider always wearing high-risk procedure PPE. 

Low risk procedures 

Low risk patient - anal route 

Low risk patient - VCE 

High risk procedure 

Oral route endoscopy 

• Double pair of gloves • Double pair of gloves 

• Surgical mask • N95 or FFP2/FFP3 respirator 

• Hairnet • Hairnet 

• Disposable light fabric isolation 

gown 

• Disposable water-proof surgical 

gown 

• Goggles of face shield • Goggles or face shield 

• Clogs • Clogs 
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However, considering the shortage of Personal Protection Equip-

ent (PPE) there might be some exceptions to this general rule. 

Oral-route endoscopy must always be considered a high-risk ac-

ivity as well as tracheal intubation or bronchoscopy [29] . 

In this setting, regardless of the classification of patients

high/low-risk, Covid-19), in order to prevent the medical staff

rom becoming infected, we suggest high-performance personal

rotection equipment, i.e. a N95 or FFP2/FFP3 respirator, a hairnet,

 double pair of gloves, a disposable waterproof surgical gown, a

ace shield (which we prefer because it allows to protect, and then

pare, respirators) or goggles, and work safety clogs ( Table 1 ). 

On the contrary, in order to spare PPE in shortage circum-

tances, lighter equipment may be suggested with low-risk pa-

ients undergoing anal-route endoscopy. For instance, in this set-

ing we suggest to wear a surgical mask, a hairnet, a double pair

f gloves, a disposable light-fabric isolation gown, goggles or a face

hield, clogs. 

We also recommend that male operators trim their beard to

mprove their respirator adherence to their face skin. Before start-

ng the endoscopic activity, healthcare personnel should remove

ny personal jewelry items, such as bracelets, rings, earrings and

atches. Also, such personnel must frequently perform hand hy-
iene (before and after each procedure, after touching any pos-

ibly contaminated item) that is having a thorough hands wash

ith soap rub or application of a suitable alcohol-based solution.

hen hands are visible dirty, water-and-soap rub washing is al-

ays recommended. Spaces for getting dressed and undressed are

iscussed in the “Endoscopic Time and Space Management” sec-

ion. 

How to don PPE 

1. Wear a first pair of gloves (inner pair). These should be

considered as the operator’s second skin and should be

dismissed as last items. Long-tailed above-the-wrist gloves

should be used not to expose the wrist skin during proce-

dures. 

2. Wear the gown. When possible, get assistance from a col-

league to fasten the rear strap or strings. 

3. Wear hairnet. If long hair is present, fit all of it inside the

product. Cover your ears. 

4. Wear a respirator/surgical mask. Try to avoid as much as

possible to manipulate the item, especially the front nose

and mouth part. Rubbers or strings must be placed above

the hairnet. 

5. Wear goggles or a face shield. 

6. Wear clogs or overshoes (2 pairs are suggested). 

7. Wear a second pair of gloves (outer pair). 

How to Remove PPE 

1. Take off the gown. While folding it, keep the external con-

taminated part on the inside. Do not press the item to pre-

vent aerosol spreading. Break and do not untie its rear clo-

sure to prevent manipulating. 

2. Take off the second pair of gloves (outer pair). 

3. Remove the face shield or goggles from the back and place

them in proper container for “items to highly disinfect”. 

4. Take off the mask/respirator. Do not manipulate its front res-

piratory part. Take off firstly the lower string/rubber band

and secondly the upper string/rubber band. 

5. Take off the hairnet. Start from the back. 

6. Take off the clogs or overshoes. 
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Fig. 2. Example of space management for the Endoscopy Unit. Viral load and theo- 

retical risk are depicted with a colour scale where red areas are those with a sure 

high viral load and yellow/green the ones with an estimated intermediate/lower vi- 

ral load. Yellow areas are intermediate-risk areas. A Covid-19 waiting room is not 

planned because we assume that they are inpatients or on quarantine. However, a 

Covid-19 recovery room can be considered as a waiting room, when needed. 
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7. Take off the first pair of gloves (inner pair). 

When feasible, the filter area should be a room connected with

the Covid-19 area. When this cannot be arranged, the personnel

should consider initial undressing (point 1 and 2) in the Covid-

19 endoscopy area and then complete the following steps in the

filter area. Instead, personnel of the low-risk rooms should initially

undress (point 1 and 2) in the endoscopic rooms and then carry

out the following operations out of it. 

Considering any PPE shortage in high-incidence scenarios, we

suggest changing the outer clothing layer and disinfect face

shield/goggles after each Covid-19 negative patient endoscopy and

to keep PPE on in the dedicated Covid-19 positive room until all

endoscopies are completed. This recommendation does not count

when there are more than one high-risk patients. In this case,

outer-layer clothing should be changed after each procedure but

can be kept on if there is only one high-risk patient and changed

later after Covid-19 positive patients. Of course, the outer pair of

gloves should be dismissed after each procedure. While treating

Covid-19 patients, the inner pair of gloves must not be changed

between procedures but rather cleaned with hand wash or alco-

holic solutions. 

For dressing and undressing see the “Endocopic Time and Space

Management” section. 

References to the proper use and protocols regarding PPE are

available at the American Center for Disease Control webpage:

https://www.cdc.gov/hai/pdfs/ppe/ppe-sequence.pdf [23] . Video

example about wearing PPE are reported in supplementary file 2. 

5. Endoscopic Time and Space Management 

Previous scientific evidence matured during the Ebola epidemic

shows that during an outbreak of an infectious disease there is an

obvious reduction in non-urgent day surgery [30] . 

The low numbers of patients should encourage a Center to re-

organize its endoscopy rooms in order to avoid further spreading

of SARS-CoV-2. 

Also, appropriate time scheduling of procedures should be im-

plemented thus optimizing the room cleaning and virus dissemi-

nation controls. 

Patients should enter the endoscopy unit based on their risk

for Covid-19 infection. Ideally, low-risk patients should be the first

procedures to carry out. On the contrary, any Covid-19 positive pa-

tients’ endoscopy should be the last, with high-risk patients under-

going endoscopy just before them. 

In order to contain spread of SARS-CoV-2 infection within the

hospital, every effort should be made to place one set of endo-

scopic equipment in a Covid-19 area, in order to perform all en-

doscopic procedures in Covid-19 inpatients in an isolated environ-

ment. 

According to recent findings, the half-life of SARS-CoV-2 in

aerosol is estimated at approximately 1.1 hour (95% CI 0.6 4–2.6 4)

[14] . To prevent possible patient-to-patient transmission, the cur-

rent guidelines suggest performing endoscopy in negative-pressure

rooms [31] . Therefore, when possible, high-risk and Covid-19 pa-

tients should undergo the procedure in such rooms. However, such

a type of facilities is not always available in all the Centers. As an

alternative well-ventilated rooms may be sufficient especially if an

adequate time interval between examinations is set [7,32,33] . One

hour may be a fair amount of time to reduce the possible airborne

viral load. 

When it comes to the management of endoscopic space, we

suggest to set three different endoscopic rooms with stable specif-

ically tasked teams of doctors and nurses organized with a weekly

rotation: one team for low-risk patients – oral route, one for

low-risk patients – anal route, and one for high-risk and Covid-
9 patients. Performing both upper and lower endoscopy in the

ame session is discouraged; however, if necessary, they should

e placed in the oral-route room. Whenever there is not enough

pace to set different rooms for the anal and oral procedures, the

areful management of endoscopy times can overcome the risk of

preading the infection. As it is, anal-route procedures in low-risk

ubjects should be carried out before any oral-route endoscopy. 

After each procedure, the rooms shall undergo thorough clean-

ng with appropriate disinfectants. Special attention should be paid

o the surfaces where any biofilm might hold viral particles. 

There shall be no distinction in the disinfection protocols

etween low-risk / high-risk / Covid-19 rooms since in high-

ncidence scenarios, as mentioned before, maximum precautions

re required. 

A filter area should be arranged for healthcare professionals to

erform their adequate dressing and undressing as described be-

ore. Different “clean to dirty” and “dirty to clean” routes should

e organized according to local space availability. To avoid mistakes

nd to get acquainted with dressing and undressing procedures, vi-

ual warning by green, yellow and red signs can be put in place. 

Furthermore, separate recovery rooms are required with the

sual distinction of low-risk patients, high-risk patients and Covid-

9 patients. 

When it comes to the management of patients in the waiting

oom, adequate social distancing must be ensured (at least 2-3 me-

ers). 

When feasible, adequate natural ventilation and open win-

ows can help reducing the environmental viral load build-up,

23,32,34] . 

In Fig. 2 a possible subdivision of the endoscopic spaces is re-

orted. 

. Reprocessing of flexible endoscopes and endoscopic 

ccessories 

No particular precautions should be additionally considered

hen disinfecting flexible endoscopes. Standard techniques as de-

cribed in the American and European guidelines are sufficient to

eal with minute viral particles. Although no data is still available

or SARS-CoV-2, to the best of our knowledge there are no cases

n the literature mentioning SARS contamination through infected

https://www.cdc.gov/hai/pdfs/ppe/ppe-sequence.pdf
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ndoscopic devices. Virucidal standard products are considered ca-

able to handle the SARS-CoV-2 viral load. 

The healthcare professionals in charge of disinfection should

ear PPE as if treating Covid-19 patients [31,35] . 

. Video-capsule endoscopy 

Video-capsule endoscopy may be (erroneously) considered a

ow-risk procedure, since aerosol are not generally produced. How-

ver, it is well known that patients during capsule swallowing can

ough. Thus, we recommend the use of PPE: minimal PPE (light-

abric gown, goggles, surgical mask, double pair of gloves) while

ssisting low-risk patients and full PPE when managing high-

isk/Covid-19 patients. 

Adequate spaces for VCE administration should be arranged (in

 well-ventilated area). Patients should be asked to wear PPE as

lready described before and, whenever possible, should swallow

he capsule alone in a separate area. 

When using VCE with a recorder (e.g. PillCam-3), it is suggested

o wrap the recorder and its belt in plastic and secure the lot with

ape. 

Accurate disinfection of the instruments with appropriate prod-

cts is then recommended. 

. Conclusions 

With the present manuscript we aim to support endoscopy

nits in their daily practice during the current Covid-19 outbreak.

e are conscious about the peculiarity of the moment and that

any of the above described “ideal” instructions can be modified

ccording to the local availability and quality of resources. Also, we

cknowledge that only part of these indications is characterized by

trong levels of evidence, and many rather are the result of discus-

ion among experts, who have been facing these dramatic changes

n everyday’s activities. Nevertheless, we believe that this paper, as

erived from the experience gained during these last weeks, can

elp colleagues dealing with SARS-CoV-2, while keeping in mind

hat, never like today, “tomorrow is another day”. 
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